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Abstract 

Micromachining is currently k i n g  studied to help reduce the packaging and integration 

costs of multi-chip modules (MCMs) in radio frequency (RF) systems. Such systems 

require the integration of  radiating elements, feed networks, micro-electromechanical 

systems (MEMS), and monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs). Each 

subsystem has its own requirements in terms of material properties. Antemas radiate best 

when located on low dielectric constant materials, while higher dielectric constant 

materials permit smaller size for feed networks. in both cases tow Ioss is a practical 

concem. Ideally one material could be used which would satisfy al1 the requirements. 

In this work a sequence of processes to create thick copper coplanar waveguide (CPW) 

structures on low-cost alurninosilicate g l a s  substrates is proposed and demonstrated. 

Conductor Loss as a fùnction of geometry and conductor thickness will be discussed. 

Results will be presented that indicate the effective dielectric constant of a single 

substrate material can be varied by micromachining an air/dielectric lattice structure 

beneath perforated conductors. This micromachined perforated CPW (MCPW) structure 

can effectively provide multiple dielectrics with a single material. The micromachined 

structures are characterized against a regular finite ground CPW and compared against 

numerical predictions. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter is intended to provide the fundamental motivation for the detailed chapters 

that follow. In particular. the motivation for multi-chip modules (MCMs) will be 

described. In that context, the constituent MCM subsystems and their inherent needs are 

listed. This allows the candidate material - aluminosilicate glass - to be selected on the 

ba is  of overall goals. Much of the literature in this area focuses on silicon as a 

candidate material, therefore matenal properties and ptior art of both will be discussed. 

The basic coplanar waveguide structure is then introduced dong with brief descriptions 

of designs found in the current literature. 

Motivation 

A great need exists to reduce size and cost in military, commercial, and space borne 

microwave radio systems. Microwave systems (at fiequencies 1 GHz and above) have 

potential to provide enormous bandwidth for wireless data communications since the 

information carrying capacity of a system is related to the carrier fiequency used to 

transmit and receive data. However, most microwave systems are currently composed of 

discrete devices that increase cost and decrease reliability. Hence, the motivation for 

technologies that will move towards greater integration. 



1.2 Multi-Chip Module (MCM) 

The solution to reduce costs is to take advantage of modem batch fabrication processes 

pioneered by the semiconductor integrated circuit industry and develop a self-contained 

microwave radio in the f o m  of a multi-chip module (MCM). In an MCM subsystem 

components such as monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs). antemas. filten. 

couplers, and so on, are integrated into a highly functional package as the cutaway 

illustration depicts in Figure 1 .1. 

Figure 1.1 30 stacked MCM fmm [l] 



The package itself is also batch-fabricated to maintain the low cost objective. Several 

schemes for doing this have already been proposed ([2] - [4]) based on stacking multiple 

layers containing planar structures such as transmission lines and etched cavities to 

accomrnodated out-of-plane features like ICs. Ideally, the layers are of the same type of 

material so that bonding the Iayers will not cause any thermal expansion rnismatch 

problems. However. it is also desirable to have different dielectric constant materials 

available since antennas radiate best into air when the effective dielectric constant is 

close to that of air. However, transmission lines have the opposite criteria since radiation 

is undesirable (e.g. causes spurious coupling to nearby structures). Increasing the 

dielectric constant typically allows transmission line dimensions to be made smaller 

which facilitates higher packing densities. 

1.3 Glass vs. Silicon as an MCM Material 

Silicon is thought to be a good candidate since hi& quality gallium arsenide (GaAs) - the 

semiconductor most often used for MMICs - c m  be grown directly on to silicon. This is 

due to the fact that single crystal silicon has nearly identical lattice spacing to GaAs. 

Also, silicon - itself a semiconductor - can be used to fabricate SiGe bipolar transistors 

and CMOS circuits. However, silicon is not ideal as a material for microwave passive 

components like filters, transmission lines, and antennas. Due to its high conductivity of 

4.4 x 1 O-' S/m, efficiency is compromised through parasitic ohmic losses. Researchers 

have shown an improvement in terms of loss by etching away material in unwanted 



regions. Glass on the other hand is a much better dielectric in that it has very low 

conductivity. Therefore, it does not need to be etched to provide low loss performance. 

This means etching can be reserved as  a technique for tuning the effective dielectric 

constant of an antenna for example. Like silicon. g l a s  can be proçessed with simple 

techniques. Furthemore. although semiconductor grade GaAs cannot be grown on glass 

(since it is amorphous), it can be grown on silicon that has been bonded onto glass. 

ComingTM 1737 aluminosilicate g l a s  (the g l a s  used for this thesis) is currently used in 

the flat panel display industry, therefore there are a number of references in the literanire 

for bonding silicon and fabricating active circuits on g l a s  [5] -  [7]. This particular glass 

works well because its coefficient of thermal expansion is nearly the same as that of 

silicon, which makes thermal bonding techniques less prone to cracking. Glass has the 

additional advantages of k i n g  optically transparent which greatly simplifies the 

a l i m e n t  process when stacking multiple layers and is also an order of magnitude 

cheaper than semiconductor grade silicon. Table 1.1 summarizes the key similarities and 

differences of silicon and Comingm 1737 glass. 

Table 1.1 Material Pmperties of Silicon and Comingm 1737 Glass. 

Single Crystal Silicon 2.49~1 O?~C 11.8 0.004 1 Q-m 

ComingTM 1737 Glass 3.76~1 O ~ J O C  5.7 0.0005 >loi3 Q-m 



1.4 Coplanar Waveguide (CP W) 

The problem undertaken was to design a test structure that would accommodate tuned 

effective dielectric constants (denoted by changing a design parameter while 

maintaining low loss performance. This could be used to have, for exarnple. an antenna 

(low GR) and a high eficiency transmission line (higher G ~ )  on the same substrate. 

Designing an appropriate fabrication process would then follow. Modeling a variety of 

designs was the first step. The coplanar waveguide structure was selected for its 

simplicity and since it is a standard transmission line technology used in modem MMICs. 

Due to its ground-signal-ground coplanar configuration ground lines are in close 

proximity to the signal line for integrating transistors, resistors, capacitors, and other 

components without the need for ground vias as in microstrip designs. Most of the 

designs in the literature so far involve micromachining grooves in the apertures between 

the signal line and ground planes, or  suspending the entire CPW structure on a thin 

Figum 1.2 Silicon substrate: a) standard CP W, 6) grooved CP W, c) membrane CPW 



dielectric membrane over a pit etched into a silicon substrate 181, [9]. Several exarnples 

of CP W variants are illusü-ated in Figure 1.2. However, these structures have inherent 

disadvantages. The V-groove CPW has limited ability to control the effective dielectric 

constant without sacrificing loss. The membrane CPW design has greater performance on 

those two fronts but has increased risk of damage to the fragile nature of the structure. 

Both design methods have the primary advantage that single crystal silicon etches 

anisotropically in a very predictable way (along crystal planes). 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate coplanar waveguide structures on 

micromachined g la s  substrates. The problem is to create multiple effective dielectric 

constant low loss transmission lines on the same substrate with a single dielectric 

matenal. Chapter two will first present some background on basic theory & modeling 

techniques, fabrication methods, as well as a characterization overview. Chapter 3 deals 

with modeled designs with respect to loss and present theoretical results that suggest a 

solution. The focus of the research is on the development of the techniques to fabricate 

the modeled structures. Chapter four will eiaborate the process flow in detail. Once the 

test structures were fabricated, characterization was performed. These results against the 

modeled expectations are presented in chapter five. With respect to performance. a few 

potential applications will be discussed in chapter six. Finally, conclusions will be made 

with regard to overall performance along with suggested improvements in chapter seven. 



2 Background 

This chapter gives a basic review of transmission line theory with a few derivations that 

wiil be used in later chapters. There is also subsections descnbing electromagnetic 

modeling, basic fabrication methods & principles. Finally, a brief introduction to 

microwave characterization is discussed. 

2.1 Basic Transmission Line Theory 

The theory in this chapter is standard material that can be found in any modem 

microwave theory textbook. Except for denved formulas, this material was referenced 

from [1  O]. A transmission line on a low loss dielectric c m  be modeled as s h o w  in Figure 

Figum 2.1 Differential Section of Transmission Line Mode1 



The assumption of neglecting dielectric loss is justified by the extrernely small 

conductivity of Corning 1737 glass as mentioned in section 1.3. 

The characteristic impedance is defined by, 

Where Zo describes the distributed impedance that (by ohm's law) relates the travelling 

voltage and current waves on the transmission line at  an angular frequency w = 21.r f . 

The series resistance R represents conductor loss, while L and C mode1 the series 

inductance and shunt capacitance respectively (in per-unit-length terms). Conductor loss 

is related to the conductivity of  the material used, and to the tendency of current to flow 

in a thin layer on the outer surface of a conductor a t  high fiequencies. The thickness o f  

this layer is called the skin depth denoted 6, and is defined by, 

Where f is the frequency (in Hz), cris the conductivity (Slm), and p is the magnetic 

permeability (Wm) o f  the conductor. When conductor losses are low compared to wL 

we obtain the approximate formula given by, 



The transmission line is also characterized by the complex propagation factor, 

Where P is the propagation constant (in radiandm). and a is the attenuation constant (in 

neperdm). 

Given the circuit depicted in Figure 2.2, it is desirable to have the characteristic 

impedance of the transmission line equal to the source and load impedances since that 

Figure 2.2 Source, Transmission Line, and Load. 



condition represents the maximum power transfer condition and the system is called 

matched. Typically, high frequency systems use a 50R reference, (Le. Z, = 2, = 50R ) so 

it is desirable to have 2, = 5052. 

For characterization it is useful to define the complex reflection coefficient ( r ) at the 

load, as the load referenced reflected ( V i  ) to incident ( Y,' ) voltage wave ratio. This is 

also related to impedance as s h o w  in equation (2.5). 

Similarly, 

For a p , the total impedance at the input of the transmission line is given by. 

Given r, at C = A / 4 , equation (2.6) and (2.8) can be used to detennine Zo . 



In practice, the transmission coefficient T is also used. It is defined as the ratio of the 

incident voltages at the input ( x = -C ) and output ( x  = O ) reference planes, 

The total voltage on the line at x - -t is, 

Using equations (2.5) & (2.7) we have, 



Equation (2.12) shows that the phase 8 of the transmission coefficient provides Pt and 

the magnitude of the transmission coefficient can then be used to obtain a provided that 

Z,, is reasonably well matched to the source and load. 

Another usehl relation involving the transmission line parameters is that of phase 

velocity vp. 

Where h is the wavelength and f i s  the frequency. In non-magnetic, low-loss. linear. 

isotropic materials vp can be related to the speed of light in vacuum denoted c by, 



2n 8 where Gff denotes the effective dielectric constant of the medium. Since P = - = - 
R C '  

using equations (2.13) and (2.14) we derive, 

Where 8 is the electrical fength of the transmission line in radians. 

2.2 Modeling Issues 

Modeling was implemented in Ansofi HFSSTM - a commercial 3D finite-element 

electromagnetic simulation software package that uses the 'method of moments' to solve 

Maxwell's field equations. Results for simple CPWs were compared against LinecalcTM 

(a semi-empirical transmission line formula based software package) to establish a 

benchmark. It is critical to have proper boundary conditions to receive the benefits of 

full-wave modeling. Specifically, the solution space was defined to be an air filled box 

viith the CPW inside. The boundary of the box was defined to be a radiation boundary 

(or absorbing boundary). The dimensions of the box were selected so that the width was 

the sarne as the entire CPW structure. This allowed the outer edges of each ground plane 

touching the box to be defined perfect E-boundaries (or perfect conductors). even though 

the actual conductors inside the box where defined to be copper. The face at each end of 

the box - transversal to the CPW signal propagation axis - where defined to be ports. This 



instructs HFSSm to calculate a field distribution that satisfies ail the boundary conditions 

on a two-dimensionai surface. Convergence was typically obtained d e r  6 iterations, 

corresponding to 15000 tetrahedrons afier a nin-time of approximately 10 minutes. The 

mode1 setup is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Once the fields are known HFSSN calculates the 

Zo by using a power-current definition. The complete simulation gives measurements 

for the cefi of the CPW, propagation constant y, and three-dimensional fieWcurrent 

distributions. 

PO* 

Figure 2.3 HFSSTU CPW 30 Mode1 Setup 

2.2.1 Conforma1 Mapping Techniques 

Since full three-dimensional numerical calculations take a lot of time to execute there 

was considerable interest in using approximate analytic solutions to obtain rough 

dimensions for various designs. Con for mal mapping is one such technique. Typicall y, it 



is based on coordinate transformations that map a structure with a compticated geometry 

to a simpler geometry such that the capacitance contribution of each layer can be solved 

using electrostatics. This solution is then mapped back to the original coordinates by an 

inverse transformation. The final solution is only approximate since many assurnptions 

must be made and these are well beyond the scope of this thesis. Mmy variations are 

available in the literature [ I  11, 1121. One set of formulas useful for multi-iayer dielectric 

CPW is repeated Apprndix A for completeness. These equations were ultimately 

implemented in MatlabrM for simulation purposes. 

2.3 Fabrication Techniques 

This subsection will bnefly describe some of the techniques available for fabrication of 

CPWs with the purpose of giving an ovewiew the processes contained in later chapters. 

This general information can be found in references [13] and [14] but selected topics are 

swnmarized here in the interest of preparing the reader for what follows. 

2.3.1 Photolithography 

Integrated circuit technology has as its core, what is essentially a photographie process. 

An organic liquid called photoresist (or simply resist) is spun on to the surface of a planar 

wafer (or substrate) and is allowed to harden by giving off volatile solvents. The spin rate 

(in rpm) controls the thickness. The coated wafer is then put beneath an UV source with a 



photolithographie mask in between the light source and the wafer. The UV light source 

illuminates the wafer only where it is able to penetrate the mask. Photoresist has a 

property that it photochemically reacts with W light. In this sense the mask pattern is 

transferred on to the photoresist. The entire coated wafer can then be developed in a 

developer solution. The developer typicaily (in the case of positive resist) removes the 

resist in regions where the UV light was in contact with the surface. This in turn exposes 

the wafer underneah 

2.3.2 Thermal Deposition 

Thermal Deposition (also called thermal evaporation) is a method to deposit high quality 

thin films of metals and other materials ont0 a substrate. The process takes place in a high 

vacuum environment ( 1 0 ~  Torr) where the vapor pressures of materials become low 

enough to be evaporated at reasonably low temperatures (below 1 O00 OC) and 

atmospheric contaminants are minimal. The material to be evaporated is placed in a 

suitable container that is electrically c o ~ e c t e d  across two terminais. #en an ac voltage 

is applied across the terminals, the container (and the material inside) is subjected to 

ohmic heating. This causes the material to evaporate. Since there is very few gas 

molecules in the system at such low pressure, scattering is negligible for distances less 

then the mean free path distance A expressed in equation (2.16). 



Where P is the pressure, d is the diameter of a molecule, kT is Boltzmann's constant 

multiplied by temperature. Using equation (2.16) with reasonable numbers of 

P = 266 x 1 o4 Pa, d = 3 x 1 O-'' meters and T = 300 K we get A = 39 meten. The key is 

that the evaporated matenal is ballistic and follows a straight-line path for any distance 

less than the mean free path. Therefore, since the evaporation chamber is usuaily srnaller 

than the mean free path. any step features on the surface k i n g  coated will have poor 

sidewall coverage. This limitation must be considered when designing a fabrication 

process. 

The two most important parameten to control during evaporation are the deposition rate 

and the film thickness. Both are controlled with the help of a crystal thickness monifor 

(CTM). The CTM uses the change in resonance frequency of a piezoeleceic crystal as 

materiai is deposited dong with material property information to determine the thickness. 

2.3 -3 Electroplating 

Electroplating is the most ancient of the techniques used in modem microfabrication. 

Even so, most specialists in the field will concur that the best quality electroplating is 

achieved by experience and not by exact theory. The basic premise is that a metal ion 

dissolving fiom an anode into an electrolytic solution will d i f i se  under the influence of a 

concentration gradient created by a potential difference (of suitable polarity) applied 



between the electrodes. In the case of a positive ion, the ionic current completes the 

electrical circuit upon arriving at the negative electrode (cathode). At this point the ion is 

deposited ont0 the surface of  the cathode by accepting a suitable number of electroas. 

This neutralizes the ion and draws it out of solution as shown in Figure 2.4. The 

morphology of the plated film is dependent on many variables like, chernical 

composition~additives, agitation, current density, and current waveform. In the last case, 

alternating current has been known to improve plating uniformity and density. Variables 

such as waveform frequency, duty cycle. shape, and DC offset have al1 been shown to 

play a significant role in plating quality. However, the specifics of these variables are 

typicall y proprietary . 

+v 
anode -1 cathode 

Figure 2.4 Basic Copper Sulphate Electmplating Cell 



2.3.4 Wet Chemical Etching 

Wet chemical etching is a simple technique that involves selectively removing a material 

by using an aqueous chemical that dissolves the material in question. The key to this 

method is selectivity. Poor selectivity will make a process difficult to control since 

different materials can be consumed at the same time. Another important parameter is the 

rtch rate which describes how much matenal is removed per unit time (typically 

expressed in @min). Materials can also etch differently in different directions 

depending on the etchant and, in the case of crystalline materials, depending on the 

crystallographic orientation of the surface. Etchants that remove matenal at the sarne rate 

without pre ferred direction are cal led isotropie. 

2.4 Characterization 

The charactetization of the CPW will be performed with the help of a measurernent 

apparatus called a vector network analyzer (VNA). The VNA provides magnitude and 

phase information about the transmitted and reflected waves fiom a device under tesi 

(DUT) as a function of fiequency. The basic VNA setup is illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

The powerful advantage of VNA measurements is that they allow the cables connecting 

the DUT to the VNA ports to be de-embedded al1 the way to the reference planes using a 

calibration routine. Also, the ports of the VNA usually have 5011 system impedance. The 

calibration algorithm is automated into the VNA itself once the calibration procedure 
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Figure 2.5 Basic VNA setup 

has been performed. To do this a calibration standard of transmission lines with known 

impedance are used. The calibration will typically cal1 for short, open, through. and 

matched load terminations of similar geometry to the DUT (Le. testing CPW requires 

CPW calibration standards). Ultimately the VNA provides complete 2-port s-parameter 

information about the DUT. 

2.4.1 S-parameter Theory 

Scattenng parameters (or s-parameters) are a practical way of gathering expenmental 

data at high fkequencies. Although not impossible, voltage and current are inconvenient 

for characterizing high fiequency circuits since the circuit dimensions are on the same 

order or larger than a wavelength. Consequently, distributed effects of traveling waves, 

reflections, and so on must be included. Consider an N-port network like the one shown 

in figure 2.6. 



Figure 2.6 Conceptual IV-Port Neîwork showing incident & reflected waves 

a~ represents the incident wave and bN the reflected wave at the N" port. The scattering 

parameters in this case are defined by, 

Where setting a, = O . is quivalent match terrninating al1 ports except the j? 

For an ideal transmission line (i.e. perfectly matched & lossless) we have, 

4 s,, =- 

In other words. the reflected waves at ports 1 and 2 are zero while the transmitted signal 

in both directions has unity magnitude and a phase shifi of 0 = Pt (the electrical length 

of the line). With the information provided by the VNA and using the theory in section 

,for k # j 
q = o  



2.1.1, the characteristic impedance and complex propagation constant of the DUT are 

detennined. Specificaily, r, = s, , = 3, (input reflection coefficient) and T = s,, = sI2 (the 

transmission coeficient). Therefore to summarize the special case of interest to this 

thesis (Le. low loss CPW on an approximately lossless substrate), 

Equation 2.19 shows that the two-port s-parameters provide the necessary information to 

find 5. a and qg . The pertinent equations derived in Section 2.1 are repeated here for 

convenience. 



3 Proposed Solution 

This chapter begins by presenting the properties of the basic CPW structure, followed by 

nurnerous structures - al1 CPW variants - that were investigated numerically to establish a 

practicd solution. As a solution emerges, model cornparisons (HFSSTM, conformal 

mapping) are performed to ascertain if a simple model will suffice to design two 

transmission lines of similar impedance & los ,  but with a large difference in effective 

dielectric constant. Finally, the complete design is presented. 

3.1 Design Variations 

Using the simple copper conductor CPW structure shown in figure 3.1, numencal 

modeling using HFSSTM was performed to discover which parameters contribute to loss 

and by what amount. 

Figum 3.1 Regular CP W geometry 



Initially, the dielectric was removed entirely to isoiate the conductor loss as a fùnction of 

thickness t and gap spacing S. LinecalcTM was first used to find appropriate dimensions 

on the basis that 20 pm is the minimum allowed gap spacing (due to mask 

considerations). Then HFSSTM was used to simulate a range of values to determine 2, 

and a at 20 GHz. The curves pIotted in figure 3.2 summarize the results. 

20 25 30 

gap spacing 's' (pm) 

Figum 3.2 Loss at 20 GHz as a function of gap spacing (without dielectric) 

Clearly, for fixed center conductor width and impedance, the thicker line performs better. 

This is intuitively plausible since increasing the thickness of the line will increase the 

capacitance - which decreases the impedance. Therefore to maintain the same fixed 

impedance we must increase the gap spacing (decrease the capacitance). This helps the 



loss in two ways. First, since the fields are concentrated in the aperture regions between 

the ground planes and center conductor, most of the current flows on the top, bottom and 

inside edges of the aperture regions in thin sheets one skin depth thick (0.47 pm for Cu at 

20 GHz). Increasing the gap spacing decreases the field strength (since the electnc field 

is related to the gradient of the voltage between two conductors). Meanwhile, increasing 

the thickness increases the surface area over which the current flows. Therefore, the 

current density diminishes, which reduces the ohrnic loss of the transmission line. 

Subsequent numerical experiments including the glas dielectric indicated that conductor 

loss is the dominant loss mechanism. That is, increasing the dielectric constant of the 

substrate reduced radiative loss as expected, but the total loss decreased even more then 

could be accounted for by radiative loss alone. This effect can be attributed to the 

increased capacitance (of the dielectric), which f iords a greater gap spacing (for fixed 

impedance) and hence a decrease in conductor loss. If, on the other hand, gap spacing 

(and impedance) is held fixed and the center conductor width is ailowed to Vary, then 

radiative loss and conductor loss are complementary with a change in dielectric constant. 

That is, decreased dielectric constant increases radiative loss, but decreases conductor 

loss (since a wider center conductor is required to decrease the inductance) and vice 

versa. 

With this information in hand several variations of the basic CPW geometry were 

explored. Figure 3.3 presents the cross-sectional views of the variations that were 

simulated wi th transversal E-field distri butions. Table 3.1 suinmarizes their performance 

compared to a regular CPW. It c m  be seen that rounding the edges provide an additional 



Figure 3.3 CPW vafiants: a) bulged, b) curled, c) thick/rounded, d) spacers, e) dual-spacers 

benefit since sharp edges tend to concentrate the current, exacerbating the ohmic loss. 

Curling the aperture edges, although increasing surface area, does not help loss due to 

shadowing of the field by the vertical regions of metal. Inserting conductive spacers 

effectively increases the surface area - which lowers loss - however. the spacers 

complicate the transmission Iine mode1 and cause fiequency dependant dispersion. 

Although rounded edges offer superior loss performance, the difference is marginal 



compared to a regular CPW of similar geometry at 20Ghz. Considering that rounding the 

edges would require adding complexity (hence cost) to the fabrication process. the 

decision was made to forgo this approach and use standard geometry CPWs with thick 

conductors. 

Table 3.1 Cornpanson of CPW variants at 20 GHz (with dielectric) 

Variant Type a 
4(n) (dWmm) 

CPW 50 + jO.1 0.025 2.9 50 200 20 

CPW thick 50 + j0.09 0.020 2.8 80 200 60 

Bulged 50 + j0.07 0.01 8 2.6 80 200 60 

Curled up 60pm 50 + j0.1 0.021 2.9 80 200 20 

ThickJrounded 50 + j0.08 0.019 2.9 80 200 60 

S pacers 50 + j0.5 0.021 3.0 40 200 20 

Dual-spacerç 50+j0.6 0.019 3.0 40 200 20 

3.2 Mode1 Comparison 

Once loss effects had been identified. attention was focused on varying the effective 

dielectric constant. The decision was to create an air gap layer between the CPW 
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Figum 3.4 CPW with air gap 
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Figure 3.5 Cornparison of HFSSTU & Conformal Mapping: a) Reg& b) 



conductors and substrate (shown in figure 3.4), since conformal mapping could be used 

to appmximate the geometry for a desired impedance before a more cornputationally 

intensive investigation with the 3D finite element software. The substrate thickness is 500 

Fm. t=30 Pm, s=40 Pm, and ~ 4 0 0  Pm. Figure 3.5 shows the results that HFSSTM 

predicts a much more pronounced dependence on etch depth for both 2, and q ,  at 

shallow depths. The HFSSTM curves are intuitively pleasing because they indicate that 

once the air gap depth is about twice the aperture spacing the dielectric has very little 

influence on the CPW characteristics. The reason why the conformai mapping technique 

does not accurately describe the curve was not ascertained since it was beyond the scope 

of this thesis. However, its use was not in vain since both extremes of etch depth (i.e. O & 

100%) converge with the HFSSTM result. This means conformai mapping (CM) is usefùl 

in speeding the process of finding a geometry that will yield a given ~ h ~ c t e r i s t i c  

impedance and effeçtive dielectric constant. nie idea is to use CM to mode1 a CPW with 

and without dielectric. varying the dimensions until 2, and fa11 between the desired 

limits. Once this is accomplished HFSSTM can be used to find an etch depth that is 

suitable. Although this technique is far tiom ideal, it is certainly quicker than by 

simulating with WFSSTM alone. 

3.3 Final Design 

With design data available fiom the simulations the problem remained how to create an 

air gap beneath the CPW without using a fragile membrane. The solution was to 



approximate an air gap by creating a lattice structure as s h o w  in Figure 3 -6. Since the 

dielectric constant is a volumetric bulk material parameter it was hypothesized that 

micromachining electrically small (much smaller than the wavelength of interest) glass 

supports would provide distributed structural integrity for the CP W while approximating 

an air dielectric. To achieve this, small perforations (20 pm diameter) would be included 

in the CPW conductor in a spatially periodic fashion such that an isotropic etch would 

undcrcut sideways enough to create the lattice structure as depicted in zoomed section 

Figure 3.6. The final design consists of two pairs of CPWs. The first pair is 4cm long 

(2.7 fiee space wavelengths at 20 GHz) and the second pair is 1.3 cm in length (0.9 fiee 

space wavelengths at 20 GHz). Each pair consisted of a regular CPW and a 

micromachineci CPW (MCPW). The standard CPW was designed with dimensions: 

w= 1 1 O Fm, s+O Pm. The MCPW was designed with dimensions: w400 Pm, s=40 Pm. 

Since the ends of the MCPW had to have the sarne dimensions as the standard CPW to 

allow testing a 1000 p m  long tapering line section was included at each end. Increasing 

the total length of the MCPW lines to 4.2 cm and 1.5 cm respectively. The end of each 

CPW is shown in Figure 3.7. Notice the gaps are also tapered to provide a constant 

impcdance transition. This shape was not optimized, however the dimensions at each 

extreme of the tapi were designed to be 50 Zt . The MCP W is illustrated without 

perforations, however it should be noted that the perforations start afier the tapering 

section on the actual mask. The perforations are 20 pm in diameter and form a grid 60 

pm apart measured fiom center to center. The perforations cover the length of the center 

conductor and both ground planes up to the tapered sections. Attempts were made to 

simulate the perforated copper and glass lattice structure using HFSSTM however, the 



Figutw 3.6 illustration of micromachined glass lattice concept 

Figure 3.7 End sections of 50 R a) regular CPW, b) MCPW (/llustrated without perforations). 

large number of discontinuities proved too difficult (problems with insufficient cornputer 

memory). However, the presumption is that the discontinuities are electrically very small 



and should not affect the outcome o f  previous simulations modeled witb the geometry of 

Figure 3.4. The truth of this assumption will be established by experiment. 

4 Fabrication Process 

The methods used to create rnicromachined CPW structures are the focus of this chapter. 

The sections are presented in order by fabrication steps starting with a process flow 

overview, followed by detailed descriptions of  the individual methods. 

Process Flow 

The o v e d l  process flow is shown in Figure 4.1 with a cross-sectional view of  a 

micromachined CPW. Basically the process consists of cleaning a set o f  alurninosilicate 

glass substrates then thermally evaporating a 20 nm/50 mn chromekopper seed layer. 

The chrome is required to promote adhesion of the copper to the glass. The prepared 

samples are then coated with 20 pm of photoresist. Negative masks are used with 

photolithography to transfer the transmission line image ont0 the samples. Developing 

removes the photoresist in the exposed regions and exposes the underlying copper seed 

layer. The result is a three-dimensional photoresist mold of  the CPW structure as shown 

in Figure 4.1 a. Small wires are then soldered to a corner of the samples to provide an 
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Figum 4.1 a) patterned sample, b) electmplating, c) resisVs88d mmoval, d) etch mask & etch. 



electrical contact to the copper seed layer for electroplating in a copper plating cell. The 

electroplating fills in the mold to a desired thickness (by controlling the process 

parameters) as shown in Figure 4. l b. Once electroplating is complete, the photoresist is 

removed by a wet chemical process. The result is a substrate with thin film 

chromekopper (Cr/Cu) seed layer and thick film plated copper topography.The seed 

layer is then removed by wet chemical techniques leaving a basic CPW structure of 

plated copper on g l a s  as shown in Figure 4. lc. The next step allows for both regular and 

micromachined CPWs to be fabricated on the same substrate. This step consists of 

coating the samples a second time with photoresist and then patterning openings over the 

structures to be micromachined. Once this is achieved, wet etching is used to 

micromachine the substrate in to the desired lattice structure through the apertures and 

perforations in the electroplated copper (as shown in figure 4. Id). One inherent advantage 

of this technique is that the alignment of the photoresist is not critical since the substrate 

etch is self-aligned with the CPW structure itself forming the mask. The final step is to 

remove the remaining photoresist . 

4.2 Mask Creation 

Making masks for microfabrication is an art in itself. The process used for this thesis was 

to draw the mask layers using a CAD tool and then send the files off to a commercial 

photo/print shop to obtain first iteration masks in the form of black ink on transparent 

mylar sheets. Since the printer k i n g  used was 2450 dots-per-inch (dpi), it was important 

to consider how that would constrain the design geometry. At 2450 dpi the resolution is 



about 10.37 @dot. This really only expresses the accuracy of the print heads 

mechanical movement. The ink will spread when it contacts the mylar surface, and 

spreading will be a fùnction of geometry. temperature, ink viscosity, and other non- 

deteministic variables. After viewing some test masks, it was decided that the design 

must be tolerant to ut feast 2.5 pm of total spreading tangential to the surface in the 

directions orthogonal to any geometrical shape. Errors in lithography and developing 

(explained in section 4.4 of this chapter) would tend to act in the opposite fashion 

providing a kind of compensation for ink spreading. Because of this, it was decided to 

use a 40 Fm gap spacing for the CPW since this would provide less then 5% error in the 

gap (-2 pm) which corresponds to less than 5 S2 of variation in impedance. Testing 

considerations (tu be described in chapter 5) placed an additional constaint on geometry 

.due to the 150 pm pitch on the wafer probes, but the gap spacing is the most critical in 

t e m s  of impedance. 

The most critical problem associated with mask design is the CAD drawing itself. 

Ideally, we would like to be able to make each grid square equal to one dot. This would 

allow manipulation of each of the 2450 dpi the pnnter is capable of. CAD software 

fypically does not allow the user to set the grid spacing in dpi. Points, inches, mils. 

millimeters. centimeters, are more commonly available grid units. The problem is that it 

is not possible to find a rational number (expressed in one of the units above) that 

multiplies into an integer factor of 2450. For example, 2450 dpi is actually 1/2450 = 

0.000408 t 632. . . inchesldot which is an irrational nurnber. To cover a two-inch square 

surface without k i n g  off by one dot would require more digits of precision than the 



available CAD software grid setîing field would allow. Since the prïnter is a postscript 

printer, drawing the mask in a CAD program that generates postscript as the source 

format solved the problem. Adobe IllustratorTM was used with the grid spacing set to 

points and the art work space 2 x 2450=4900 points by 4900 points (square). The idea 

was to imagine that dots and points are in a one-to-one correspondence. Then, a global 

scaling on the entire drawing could be performed (in IllustratorTM) by a factor of 

73ppU2450dpi once the mask was complete. Examination of  the postscript file in a text 

editor showed that the entire drawing was specified as integer vectored coordinates with a 

global scale command reducing the overall size of the coordinate dimensions. 

Unfortunately, the nurnber of digits of accuracy used by the scale command could not be 

determined, however the final p ~ t e d  product had very few rounding errors compared to 

previous attempts. The location and size of the errors are such that the design impact is 

negligible. 

4.2.1 Transferred Mask 

The mylar masks are flexible and relatively fragile. One concem was that the long 

exposure times required to pattern 20 pm of photoresist would heat the mylar and cause 

expansion induced distortion. The solution was to use the mylar mask to make a more 

robust mask. The robust mask was made on prefabricated glass wafers (3mm thick) that 

are pre-coated (by the manufacturer) with 20 nrn of chrome, an anti-reflective coating, 



and 0.5 p m  of resist. M e r  several trials, satisfaftory results were obtained with the 

conditions shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Conditions for Permanent Mask Fabrication 
- - 

Fabrication Step Description 

Ex posu re 7 seconds, i-line mask alignertlithography system 

Developmen t 1 minute submerged in Micropositm 453 Developer Solution 

Hard Bake 2.5 minutes on hotplate at 115 OC 

Chrome Removal 1 minute submerged in commercial Chrome Etch 

4.3 Seed Layer Deposition 

The first process step was to prepare glass substrates with a chromekopper seed layer. 

The g l a s  substrates where removed from clean manufacturer packaging in a clean room 

environment. Pressurized nitrogen was used to blow off any potential dust particles. The 

samples were then placed in the thermal evaporation system. The system is pumped down 

to a pressure of 2x 10" Torr by a combination of a diffusion pump and mechanical 

roughing purnp. Voltage is then applied to the bus to begin heating the material to be 

evaporated. When commencing evaporation the shutter is in the closed position until the 

rate approaches the desired arnount (-1 nmkc.).  This way, the native oxides and 



impurities have suficient time to evaporate before opening the shutter and coating the 

substrate. Initial trials using two separate evaporations failed in that the adhesion of the 

copper to the chrome was very poor. Gentle abrasion with a Cotton swab tip exerted 

sufficient force to remove the copper. Although. even sticky tape pulled from the surface 

with great force could not remove the chrome from the glass. The copper would tend to 

curl away from the chrome-coated substrate as expected for a thin film in tensile stress. 

Thicker copper films only exacerbated the problem. It was realized that once the vacuum 

systern is vented to atmospheric pressure the chrome would oxidize and passivate. This 

would prevent the copper from bonding to the chrome during the second subsequent 

evaporation (copper). The solution to this problem was to install a dual evaporation 

system whereby two sequential and independent evaporations could be performed 

without breaking vacuum. This was achieved simply by adding an additional bus to the 

system and connecting it to a switch that allows the appropriate bus to be selected dunng 

evaporation. With this dual system the adhesion problem was solved. Several tests were 

performed with sticky tape and the copper adhesion held up perfectly. At this time, 

copper films up to 4 pm thick have been tested on 20 nm chrome adhesion layers without 

any sign of peeling. The seed layer deposition process is summarized in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Seed/Adhesion Layer Thermal Evaporation Conditions 

Container Type Rate Thicltness 
(nmisec) (nm) 

Comment 

Copper Notched rnolybâenum boat 1-1.5 50 Notched boat prevents 
flowing . 

Chrome Cr coated tungsten rod 1-1.2 20 none 



4.4 Patterning 

Once the seeded glass substrate samples were prepared it was crucial to test the viability 

of the 20 pm thick resist. ShipleyTM SPR220-7.0 photoresist was used. It was selected 

due to two factors: favorable adhesion properties to metal seed layers, and ability to 

produce thick layers. 

4.4.1 Thick Resist Preparation 

The manufacturer specifications [15] show that the SPR220-7.0 photoresist is capable of 

1 O pm thickness at approximately 1500 rpm. However to achieve the goal of 20 pm 

reducing the rpm is not advised. The technical specifications recommend a minimum of 

1000 rpm to achieve good uniformity across the wafer surface. To solve this problem. 

two separate coatings were performed using the spimer inside the clean room. The 

coatings were spun on to 1500 rpm using an acceleration period of 10 seconds followed 

by 25 seconds of constant rotation speed. irnrnediately, following each coat a soft bake at 

1 15 O C  on a hot plate was performed for 4 minutes followed by a 5 minute cool down on 

an aluminwn block (heat sink). The process was carried out in a fume hood to prevent the 

volatile solvents from contaminating the clean room. The samples were then allowed to 

cool on an aluminurn block for one hour. 



4.4.2 Thick Resist Exposure 

To expose the resist, the samples were piaced in the mask aligner along with the 

fabricated chrome-on-glass masks (described in section 4.2). Due to the extreme 

thickness of the resist a long exposure time was anticipated to ensure that the developed 

product would uncover the seed layer without any resist residue. This was found to be the 

case and satisfactory results where obtained for exposure times of 2.5 min. 

4.4.3 Thick Resist Development 

Once exposed, the samples where allowed to relax for a holding t h e  of  1 hour. The 

manufacturer recommended minimum holding time is 35 minutes. The samples where 

then subjected to the recommended post exposure bake (PEB) on a hot plate at 1 15 OC for 

30 seconds. The result was unexpected severe cracking as shown in Figure 4.2. Since no 

cracking occurred until the PEB, it was assurned that omitting it would prevent cracking. 

A second sample was exposed and allowed to relax for 1 hour. It was then immediately 

developed in Micropositm 453 developer solution by submersion for 20 min. As shown 

in Figure 4.3, the result was that even d e r  the long development the sample had 

unwanted resist residue. Even more, the unexposed regions of the resist cracked - likely 

caused by the release of residual stress. Inspection of the technical notes provided with 

the product described that the purpose of  the holding time after exposure was to allow 

water - required to complete the photoreaction - to diffise fiom the air into the resist. It 



b) 

Figum 4.2 Photoreskt cracking afier PEB: a) pealed seed layer, b) trapped doubles. 

was then hypothesized that covering an exposed sample with a moist cloth during the 

holding time would improve the results. To test this an exposed sample was covered with 

a lint-free cloth (Techni-WipeTM) wetted with de-ionized water (DI) for a 1 hour holding 

iime. The sample was then submerged in developer for 10 minutes with positive results - 



Figure 4.3 Photoresist aRer developing (without PEB): a) msist residue, b) cracking 

no signs of cracking where found and the resist residue was gone. 



4.4.4 Resist Patterning Sumrnav 

As matter of convenience the process conditions for patteming a 20 pm thick coating o f  

ShipleyTM SPR220-7.0 photoresist is summarized in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Thick Resist (20pm) Fabrication 

Fabrication Step Description 

Layer 1 : 10 pm Spin on at 1500 rpm with 10 sec. acceleration for total of 35 sec. 

Layerl: soft bake 4 min. on hot plate at 11 5 OC, 5 min. cool down 

Layer 2: 10 prn Spin on at 1500 rpm with 10 sec. acceteration for total of 35 sec. 

Layer2: soft bake 4 min. on hot plate at 11 5 OC, 1 hr. cool down 

Exposure 2.5 min. 

Holding time 1 hr. under a Techni-WipeTM wetted with de-ionized water 

Developmen t 10 min. submerged in MicropositTM 453 Oeveloper Solution 



4.5 Copper Electroplating 

This section describes in detail the electroplating process as well as the conditions 

necessary for providing a high quality copper deposit. Precise control of  plating quality is 

only obtained after several experimental trials with a given setup [16],[17]. In this section 

the outcomes of the experiments conducted will be presented in order. The plating ce11 

will be descnbed followed by electroiyte chemistry, and three different amperometric 

approaches. Finally, a summary of the process used for the CPW fabrication will be 

given. 

4.5.1 Plating Ce11 Setup 

The plating cell setup is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Many electroplating methodologies 

exist: voltametric, amperometric, pulsed DC, AC. etc. However, the plating current 

density (expressed as the total current divided by the artwork area) is often the 

specification recommended by the manufacturer for a given chemistry. Since the artwork 

area is fixed, it was decided that the simplest way to ensure that specifications were met 

was to use amperornetric electroplating (Le. current source driven plating cell). From the 

outset uncertainty existed about such things as adhesion, film stress, purity, conductivity, 

and thickness uniformity. According to [14] these things can al1 be varied by such 

process variables as bath temperature, mixing, and voltage/current waveform. The 

decision was made to investigate the plating properties in as flexible a manner as 



possible. To do  this, the current source would designed to be bi-directional (Le. 

alternating current) and voltage controlled so that a fünction generator could te used to 

easily change the amperometric waveform. A schematic of the voltage-controlled current 

source is provided in Appendix B. 

Mixing. (especially good mixing) is oflen cited in the literature as k i n g  important for 

achieving a uniform and stress free deposit. In this setup, mixing was provided on a 

magnetic spinner plate with a teflon coated rod magnet submersed in the plating cell. 

High spin rates were found to cause a vortex to form, which wouId suck air in and 

' 
prevents 
vortex 

Figure 4.4 Electmplating Ce11 Setup 



cause tiny bubbles to contaminate the electrolyte. A 5 cm square piece of glass was 

placed vertically 2cm down into the electrolyte and off to one side to disrupt the 

circulating f-low. This allowed the spinner to be maintained at maximum speed without 

the formation of a vortex and consequently reduced the bubbles. Finally, it is important to 

note the dimensions of the plating cell. There must be at least 10 cm separating the 

sample fiom the anode (copper source). The sample should be about 3 cm below the 

surfaçe of the electrolyte and the anode should be parallel to the surface of the sarnple. tt 

is also important that the anode be smaller in extent than the sample (Le. thinner and 

shorter), but have a larger surface area than the plating area. Al1 of these conditions have 

to do with trying provide the most uniform electric field across the wafer as possible. 

4.5.2 Plating Chemistry 

The basic c hemistry was obtai ned from a commercial electroplating additive distri butor 

and is shown in Table 4.4. Although initial attempts were performed without the PCM 

Copper GleamT additive - at a variety of plating current densities - the films were 

generally a rnilky salmon coior indicating a porous deposit. It was observed that for a 

fixed current the voltage measured across the bath would decrease with time. indicating 

that the bath resistance was decreasing. The inclusion of the additive provided immediate 

results with the resistance stabilizing and bright shiny copper tllms produced. One 

important point is that after first mixing the chernicals a 1 hour burn-in is required at full 

plating current density (25mA./cm2) to get the copper ions in the solution to the proper 

concentration level. Burn-in was performed by electroplating a dummy sample while 



Table 4.4 Copper Plating E/ectrdyte Chemistry fmm [18] 

De-ionized Water (H20) 

99% Suifunc Acid (H2SO4) 

Copper Sulphate Pentahydrate (CuS0,- 5H20) 

99% Hydrochloric Acid (HCI) 

PCM Copper GleamTM Brightener 

k i n g  very cautious to maintain a clean bath. During b m - i n  (or even during actual 

plating), a contaminant film accumulates on the anode. If  the film accumulates for too 

long the agitation of the solution (by mixing) can introduce contaminant particles into the 

bath. A procedure was developed to minimize this. Once, every 15 minutes (including 

during bun-in) the plating was halted, the sample rinsed in DI (to prevent acid etching), 

and the solution filtered with a funne1 and Techi-WipeTM lint-free cloth. The anode was 

also rinsed in DI and wiped clean. The setup was then returned to normal and plating 

continued. Case for the electrolyte cannot be overstated since contarninated electrolyte is 

usually irreversibly hanned. 



4.5.3 DC Plating Results 

Several attempts were perfonned on a nuinber of prepared samples. One expriment 

attempted using direct current at 35mNcm2 is seen (Figure 4.5) to cause low quality 

"black copper" which is porous and fragile. Attempts using direct current at 20mNcm2 

provided a high-density film (shown in Figure 4.6) but caused accurnulated stress and the 

structures pealed afier the photoresist was removed. Notice also that the surface 

uniformity of the films is poor. We can actually see lines of relief near the photoresist 

edges. This is because the discontinuity tends to increase the local electric field in the 

Figum 4.5 Black Copper: a) standard CPW, b) MCPWi shown with photoresist rernoved. 



Figum 4.6 Poor unifomity of high-density DC plated copper. 

vicinity causing the plating to increase. It can also be seen that the photoresist mold does 

not have vertical sidewalls. The sloped sidewalls will have an impact on the design 

performance as will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.5.4 AC Plating Results 

In an attempt to reduce film stress AC plating was performed using 2 0 r n ~ / c r n ~  forward 

current and a 10rn~/crn~ reverse current since there must be a net DC offset for plating to 

occur. The frequency used was 100 Hz with a 50% duiy cycle. The results were 

deplorable as shown in Fig. 4.7. The dark regions are black porous copper, while the 

lighter regions correspond to a greenish contaminant film. 



Figum 4.7 EIeetrvplating with altemating current shows a build-up of contamination. 

The contaminant film that norrnally accumulates on the anode with DC plating actually 

accumulated on both electroâes in alternating layers! This is intuitively pleasing since it 

shows that during one AC cycle the roles of the anode and cathode are essentially king  

reversed. However pleasing to the intuition, the results were not. No hrther experiments 

were perforrned with AC techniques. 

4.5.5 Pulsed DC Plating Results 

Sioce the purpose of AC plating was to try to move charge around the surface of  the 

sample in way to help increase rmifomity, it was decided that pulsed DC should providc 



the sarne effect without actuaily reversing the current direction. Figure 4.8 shows the 

results for low plating current densities with a DC step from 15 to 7 d c r n 2  at 100 Hz. 

50% duty cycle. Inspection of Figure 4.8a seems to imply that 

b) 

Figure 4.8 Pulsed OC plating: a) appears porous, b) close-up reveals bright but rough surface. 



b) 

Figure 4.9 Pulsed OC plating: a) uniformity, b) roughness is improved 

the film is rather porous. The close-up in Figure 4.8b however, shows that this not the 

case - the film is simply rough. The non-uniform plating seen in the DC case appears to 



have vanished. Still it is not possible to be certain since the roughness makes the 

unifonnity dificult to judge. 

An additional sample was prepared to attempt to improve the roughness. This time the 

plating current density was varied fiom 25mA/cm2 to 1 0 m ~ / c m ~  at 100 Hz, 50% duty 

cycle. The resulting film measured to be 20pm thick using the calibrated dial on the 

microscope after 1 hour of plating. L'niformity, adhesion, copper brightness al1 appeared 

to be excellent. A second sample 5 pn thick was prepared using the same conditions for 

114 hour. For fixed current density, thickness and time are directly proportional. This is 

also true for pulsed plating assuming a time-averaged plating density (i.e. 17.5 mA/cm2 

for pulsed 25rnA/cm2 to 10mA./crn~ at 50% duty cycle). Figure 4.9 shows the results for 

the higher plating current density. Although relief lines are still slightly visible in Figure 

4.9% they are small compared to the DC case shown previously in Figure 4.6. Ultimately, 

pulsed DC provides electrical mixing of the copper ions on the surface of the substrate 

that helps to improve uniformity and reduce stress. 

4.5.6 Electroplating Summary 

Attempts were made to determine the effects of DC, AC and pulsed DC copper 

electroplating using a commercial electrolyte recipe and amperometric control. Pulse4 

DC was found to have the best overall balance of low stress, high uniformity, and bright 



copper deposit. This is why pulsed DC plating was ultimately the method used to 

continue fabrication of the CPW structures. 

4.6 Seed Layer Removal 

Once the electroplating is complete, the photoresist mold needs to be removed to expose 

the seed layer beneath. Photoresist can be removed very easily with acetone. Acetone is 

selective to organic materials like photoresist (an organic polymer) but does not attack 

copper, chrome or glass. 

4.6.1 Copper Seed Removal 

Ideally both the copper and chrome could be removed with a single etch step. Nitric acid 

(the main ingredient in commercial 'chrome etch') attacks copper therefore it was hoped 

that the ideal could be realized. Since the seed layer is nearl y three orders of magnitude 

thinner than the plated structures there is no concem about covering the plated structures 

with a protective coat of photoresist. Experiments, showed the 50 nm copper seed layer 

vanished in three seconds. Figure 4. i O shows a sample with the copper seed removed. 

The white coloration in the apertures and perforations is actually chrome. The 20 nrn 

chrome adhesion layer could only be removed afier removing al1 20 pm of copper! It 

seems that commercial 'chrome etch' is poorly named since it preferentially etches 



Figure 4.10 Photoresist 6 Copper Seed removed: a) 600 ,um scale, 6) 300 prn scale. 

copper. So the problem arose of finding an etchant that is selective to chrome but not to 

copper. 



4.6.2 Chrome Adhesion Layer Removal 

As mentioned in the previous section, 'chrome etch' provides no selectivity to copper 

therefore a different chrome etchant would be required to remove the adhesion layer. The 

solution was found to be hydrofluoric acid (HF). HF is itself not ideal because it etches 

glass (explained in detail in the next section). Because of this HF proof tape was used to 

cover the backside of the sarnple. Using 3: 1 de-ionized water to HF the chrome was lified 

off in 3.5 minutes. This process was immediately followed by three minutes of vigorous 

rinsing using a DI spray gun, and drying with nitrogen. The vigorous rinsing was found 

to be necessary to removed stray bits of chrome left over fiom the Iift-off process. 

Micrograph measurements indicated that the HF caused 6 pm of glass to also be removed 

fiom exposed regions. Although this etches small grooves in the aperture region of the 

standard CPW, this was predicted (using HFSSTM) to have little impact on the design. 

4.7 Glass Etching 

The final fabrication sequence was to coat and pattern a 10 pm protective photoresist etch 

mask ont0 the wafer using the procedure described in Section 4.4 followed by an HF 

etch. HF is ideal for etching alwninosilicate glass (Corning 1737) as shown in Figure 

4.1 1. Two samples were prepared. Each sample differed only in conductor thickness (20 

p and 5 pm). Figure 4.12 show micrographs of the etch pattern as viewed through the 

backside of the substrate for the 5 pm thick MCPW2. Figure 4.13 shows the 20 pm thick 



MCPW 1. It can be seen that over-plating filied in some of the perforations causing a 

deterioration of the desired lanice structure. Afier several calibration trials, etch rate was 

detemined to be 1.7 pdminute  for a mixture of 3: 1 DIMF (by volume). The etch depth 

of MCPW 1 is dificult to detennine (due to non-uniform etching). However, MCPW2 

was easily measured (using the microscope) to have a nominal etch depth of 30 Pm. 

However, since the gaps are larger than the perforations. and present less resistance to 

fluid flow. the depth of  the apertures were 36 pm (i.e. due to increased reactant turnover 

rate). The microscope can be used to do these measurements since the depth-of-focus is 

fixed. A known sample (8.6pm tthck) was used to calibrate the gradations on the dia1 that 

controls vertical movement of the instrument. From this it was detemined that depth (or 

thickness) could be detemined to within 1 pm ((the uncertainty of mechanical rotation). 

Figure 4.11 Chernical Durability of 1 737 G l a s  - Measured Weight Coss after Immersion 1151 



4.12 MCPC 5 pm thick copper: a) 600 p n  scale, 6) 300 ,un scale, c) 150 



b) 

Figun, 4.13 MCPW 20 pm copper: a) 600 pm scale, b) 300 pm scale. 



4.8 Process Summary 

As a brief fabrication summary, both perforated conductor and reylar CPW were 

fabricated on Cr/Cu seeded 1737 duminosilicate glass substrates. The conductors were 

electroplated using pulsed direct current into a mold fabricated with a thick photoresist 

and pattemed using photolithographie techniques. Once the photoresist and seed layer 

was removed a second protective photoresist etch mask was applied and pattemed. 

Finally, a glass etch was performed to micromachine a g l a s  lanice structure consisting of 

tiny g l a s  supports. Table 4.5 summarizes the entire process. 



Table 4.5 P m s s  Summary 

Proce8s Step Description 

Seed tayer Deposition 

Photoresist Layer 1 : Structural Pattern 

Electroplating 

Layerl Resist & Seed Layer Removal 

Photoresist Layer 2: Etch Mask 

Substrate Etch 

20 nm chrome (adhesion), 50 nm copper by thermal 
evaporation ont0 Coming 1737 glass (see Section 4.3). 

20 pm of Shipley SPR220-7.0 i-line 
photoresist/Microposit 453 developer. 

(see Section 4.4.4, Table 4.3) 

Pulsed DC piating: 25rn~lcm' & 10rn~lcrn~ at 100 Hz, 
50% duty cycle. Rate: 20 pmlhr. 
Plating Cell: (see Section 4.5.1 ) 

Chemistry: (see Section 4.5.2, Table 4.4). 

Resist Removal: Acetone followed by rinse in Dl 
Copper Seed Layer Removal: 3 seconds submerged in 

Chrome Etch. 
Chrome Adhesion layer Removal: 3.5 min. submerged 
in 3:l 0I:HF. Note: 6 pm of glass etched with chrome 

removal. 

(See Photoresist Layer 1) 

14 min submerged in 3:1 DI:HF at 1.7pmlrnin. Total of 
30 pm glass removed (induding chrome removal step). 



5 Characterization 

Of the dozen samples that were prepared only three transmission lines were sufficiently 

error-fiee to provide usefùl data. This chapter will focus on the methods used to 

characterize these fabricated structures. It begins by describing in detail the experimental 

setup for measuring conductivity and s-parameters. Results will then be presented and 

analyzed. Although the denved parameters are only approximate they provide usefùl 

insight into future improvernents frorn both modeling and fabrication perspectives. 

5.1 Experimental Setup 

This subsection will discuss the experimental apparatus used to perform the conductivity 

and s-parameter measurements. Due to the small size of the CPW structures, needle 

probes were used for DC characterization and wafer probes were used to provide 

electrical contact for RF characterization. 

5.1.1 DC Conductivity Measurement 

The DC conductivity rneasurernent was used to characterize the quality of the 

electroplated copper. The test consisted of lowering a pair of tiny needle tipped probes 



down ont0 the center conductor of the 4.2 cm long CPWs. The ends of the needles are 

attached to a solid base with x-y-z micropositioning knobs. Leads c o ~ e c t e d  from the 

needles are connected to the parameter analyzer for DC test. Since a 4.2 cm long, 600 Fm 

wide, 20 pm thick stnp of copper is expected to have very low resistance (around 100 

mR), The effects of the needles and leads comecting to the parameter analyzer must be 

removed from the measurement. Since the test fixture and the device under test (DUT) 

are essentially resistors in series a simple de-embedding procedure was used (see Figure 

5.1). This was achieved by first placing the needle probes down on to the copper as close 

as possible to each other to essentially measure only the effects of the test apparatus. The 

parameter analyzer was setup as a current source for a 0-100 mA sweep. At this tirne. the 

parameter analyzer measured the voltage with a 50ms integration time to help average 

out noise. A linear curve was obtained from which the resistance Ru,,,, could be 

extracted (V-IR). Next, the probes were positioned at the far end of the line and a second 

sweep was performed to obtain a total resistance R,,, . Since resistors add in series. it is 

simply a matter of subtracting the results to obtain R,l,l, - since R,,, = R ,,,, + R ',pp lrurwv. 

Equation (5.1) can then be used to obtain the conductivity o. 

Several trials where performed to ensure that the results were repeatable and that contact 

resistance was not changing from one test to another. The effective conductivity of 

MCPW 1 (ignonng perforations) was calculated as a = 2.4 x 10' S/m. This is within a 



CPW œnter condudor 

Figure 5.1 Needle Probe Setup 

factor of 2.5 of the value for bulk copper, a = 5.8 x 1 o7 S/m. The value obtained for the 

CPW (on the same substrate, without perforations) was CF = 2.6 x 1 o7 S/m. Clearly, the 

perforations have a minimal impact on the effective DC conductivity of the copper. 

5.1 -2 Wafer ProbeNNA Measurement 

As previously mentioned, wafer probes were used to perform the RF measurement. The 

probes used have a ground-signal-ground configuration with 150 Fm pitch. This puts a 

constraint on the geometry of  the transmission lines as alluded to in section 4.2. The 

tapering sections on the 600 pm wide MCPW accommodate the pitch required. The 



wafer probes have cantilever tips that are designed to provide a 50 f2 transition fiom a 

male K-comector coaxial transmission line down to the waîèr surface. The male probe- 

station K-comector was then interfaced to the male K-connector on the VNA through a 

female-to-female connecter. Two series of measurements were performed to obtain the 

complete s-parameter sweep fiom 0-25 GHz. The first, fiom 30 Hz-6  GHz. was 

performed on the HP 8753E VNA in the Materials and Devices Laboratory. The second, 

from 6 - 25 Ghz. was done on the Anritsu VNA in the Antennas Laboratory. O n  çach trial 

the wafer probes were placed ont0 the DUT twice to ensure a repeatable measurement. 

The data obtained was then concatenated into a single data set for analysis. 

5.1 .3 Calibration 

The first step before doing the VNA measurements is to calibrate out the effects of the 

cables and wafer probes. We wish to move the measurement reference planes Rght to the 

tips of the probes to ensure that we measure the s-parameters at the input and output of 

the CPW. To do this a TekTM Ca196 calibration substrate was used. Once the calibration 

file was stored in the VNAs, the samples were placed into the probe statior, and the s- 

parameters were obtained. Ideally the effects of the tapered transition sections of the 

MCPW lines would be removed by a TRL calibration procedure 11 O]. However, since the 

sections were designed to be well matched to the line and are electrically very short 

compared to the overall Iine length, their slightl y di fiering a and is a very small 

contribution to the overall line. Based on those considerations, the measurements and 



calculations were performed assuming the results would not differ from a hypothetical 

line that includes the length of the tapered sections, but with a unifonri cross-section as if 

tapering were absent. This is reasonable for a proof-ofxoncept work, but the TRL 

method shouid be used in future refinements. 

5.2 S-parameter Measurement Analysis 

S-parameters obtained from the two VNAs were digital1 y stored and imported into 

MatlabTM for analysis. Figure 5.2 shows the s-parameters for the 3 lines tested. 

The si 1 is less than - 1 2dB for al1 the lines over îkquency range tested. Notice that the 

resonance of CPW and MCPWl are similar but MCPW2 has a different profile. This is 

due to the difference in electrical length. The data for szl is greater than -2 dB. It should 

be rnentioned that since MCPW2 is 1.W4.2 times shorter than MCPW 1, the data has been 

scaled. The information provided by the s-parameters was used along with the equation 

2.20 to solve for the & of the transmission lines at quarter-wave (maximum si ,) angles 

near 20GHz. In the case that multiple local maxima where available, an average was 

used. The results are shown in Table 5.2 compared with the full-wave numerical results. 

Notice that al1 three impedances are larger than predicted. Likely causes are the mask 

error (ink spreading and CAD drawing round-off), and sloping sidewalls (due to UV light 

reflected randomly off the seed layer during exposure) in the aperture region. All three of 

these effects would tend to increase the gap spacing, reducing capacitance and therefore, 

increase impedance. Using equation 2.2 1 we obbin the curves plotted in Figure 5.3. The 
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Figure 5.2 Measured S-parameters versus frequency. 
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Figum 5.3 Calculated attenuation constant versus frequency. 
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Figure 5.4 Electrical length (phase) versus frequency 
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Figum 5.5 Effective dielectric constant versus friequency 



emtic nature of the curves is due to the miniscule loss k i n g  measured. Longer 

transmission Iines would have afforded greater accuracy by increasing the loss. Due to 

erratic data, the numbers used for cornparison in table 5.2 are an average over 15 to 25 

GHz. Notice that the thicker lines (CPW.MCPW1) have roughly the sarne loss while the 

thimer line (MCPW2) has greater loss. The modeled loss differs fiom the measured loss 

for two reasons: the conductivity is lower than bu1k copper and the measured lines are 

much longer than the simulated line which means higher radiative loss. 

Using equation 2.22 fiom Chapter 2 allows us  to get the effective dielectric constant of 

the transmission lines fiom the phase of sZl as long as the phase is linear with frequency. 

Figure 5.4 shows that the phase is in fact very linear and therefore. Figure 5.5 presents 

the effective dielectric constants. Please note that once again the phase slope of MCPW2 

has been scaled by 4.25A.5 to account for the difference in electrical length. Clearly 

these are in closest agreement to the fiill-wave mode1 predictions as shown in Table 5 .S 

Table S. 1 Geometrical Summary of Structures Tested. 

Structure HFSSTY (pm) Measured (pm) 

t s w d t s w d 

CPW 20 40 110 O 20 50 100 O 

MCPWl 20 40 600 30 20 50 590 NA 

MCPW2 5 40 600 30 5 55 580 30 

Note: MCPW1 etch depth was not measurabfe due to the non-unifomity of the etch. 



Table 5.2 Cornparison of Modeled and Measured Results at 20 GHz 

Parameter HFSS 

C M  MCPWI MCPWZ 

Measured 

CPW MCPW1 MCPW2 

~ c n  2.9 1.65 1.64 2.6 2.05 1.65 

Note: Modeled results omit conductor perforations and glass pillars 

since the etch-depth is quite independent of the mask errors and sloping sidewalls 

previously mentioned. MCPW 1 deviates however due to the uneven etching of the glass 

pillars. CPW also deviates slightly due to the g l a s  removed fiom the aperture region 

during chrome lie-off. Table 5.1 summarizes the dimensions of the modeled structures 

compared with those actually tested. 

5.3 Accuracy of Derived Equations 

Since the VNA is quite accurate. the most important consideration in the analysis of  the 

previous section is the validity of the approximations used to derive equations 2.20 - 

2.22. According to Section 2.1, equation 2.20: 



In the worst case (at 20 GHz), 

For equation 2.2 1 & 2.22: 

In the wont case o f  Zo = 60R. 

Therefore, in both cases. the error in çach assumption is less than 0.9%. 

5.4 Characterization Summary 

The conductivity o f  the ekctroplated copper and the s-parameters o f  iwo MCP W lines 

and one regular CPW has been obtained. In particular, the effective dielectric seems to be 



in good agreement with the full-wave numerical provided by HFSSm at 20 GHz even 

thougb the mode1 ignored the perforations and glass pi llars. Discrepancies in impedance 

and Ioss can be attnbuted to fabrication process tolerances and are consistant with errors 

due to sloping sidewalls and mask related wider-than-desired gap spacing. 



6 Applications 

This thesis began with a discussion of multi-chip modules (MCMs) and the need to 

combine digital. analog, RF, antemas. and other components into a single integrated 

technology. One particular advantage to the use of coplanar waveguide as opposed to 

other waveguide technologies is the emergence of MEMS phase shifters. and tunable 

filters based on distributed, varactor loaded. CPWs ([19]-[2 11). This thesis adds to this 

work showing the potential for passive phase control of distribution networks for beam 

forming in antenna arrays. As discussed, perforated conductors provide a means to 

micromachine low-cost materials into custom dielectrics. Although dielectric membranes 

suspended over etched pits can serve this purpose, there certain reasons to avoid them. 

When structures get larger, (e.g. a patch antenna) vibrations and structural integrity 

becorne major issues. The perforated conductor process described allows the formation of 

a distributed array of supports that is also electrically functional. This could be beneficial 

for creating a dielectric lens pattern around the edges of a patch antenna to modie the 

radiation pattern, or to help reduce blind spots in phased arrays. It could also be used to 

reduce stray capacitance around corners of transmission lines, possibly reducing the need 

for air bridges in coplanar waveguide structures for ground equalization. 

Although glass was the substrate of choice for this work, the fabrication principle could 

also be used on other dielectncs. For example, in silicon, V-grooves and suspended 

membranes have been shown to reduce loss (membranes perforrning best of the two 



according to [a]-191). It would seem reasonable that the technique presented here should 

fa11 somewhere between the two depending on the overall etch depth. Interestingly, since 

etch depth and hole spacing are geometrically related (depending also on etchant type, 

concentration. etc.) deeper etches generally would require a lower perforation density. It 

is likely that the same level of a performance as membrane structures would be reached if 

a sparse lattice of long silicon pillars where supporting the CPW. Such a scheme would 

probably require a gas phase etch (e.g. with XeF2) to ensure sufficient reactant turnover. 

However, this is left for fùture research. 



7 Conclusions 

A simple surface micromachining process to create multiple effective dielectric constant 

materiais on the sarne substrate has k e n  presented. The particular effective dielectric is 

formed of a lattice of pillars that supports metal conductors above. The entire fabrication 

process consists of only two masking layers, and incorporates thick-film electroplated 

copper as both the conductor and etch mask. 

Test structures in the form of micromachined coplanar waveguides were fabricated and 

characterized along with regular CPW. The effective dielectric constant values were in 

agreement with full-wave numerical results however loss and characteristic impedance 

results did not. Discrepancies were interpreted as caused by process artifacts that should 

be accounted for with more accurate geometrical models in the future. 



8 Appendices 



A Multilayer Capacitance Determination by 

Conforma1 Mapping 

Given the CPW structure shown in Figure A, 

Figure A CPW Geometry 

The characteristic impedance can be deterrnined as, 

where c is the speed of light (in vacuum), Ca,, is the capacitance per unit length of a CPW 

with al1 dielectrics removed and Cm, is the quasi-static capacitance per unit length of the 

entire structure. By conforma1 mapping CaJr & C,oru, is expressed as, 



6- -a- +- +o.oui -e-'f/.q>] , io =O,/- a, kA = ,/= 
K(ko)  a - b  b  c - - a -  

%] 
b - a  

x,,=sinh - , for x=a,b,c. ( 2) 

Where K ( k )  denotes the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. As mentioned in 

Section 2.2.1 these formulas where obtained in [11],[12]. 



B Voltage-ControlledCurrent Source Schematic 

The bi-directional voltage-controlled current source that was used for electroplating is 

shown in Figure B. A ammeter and a voltmeter are included, which were used to monitor 

the plating cell resistance and plating current density. The circuit is designed so that 1 volt 

on the signal generator corresponds to 100 mA of  unidirectional current. 

Figure B Voltage-controlled Current Source Schematic 

The 200kR potentiometer c m  be used to  reduce the reverse current without changing the 

DC offset of the signal generator. As shown in the schematic the circuit has an 'H' 

topology, where the LF35 1 op-amp circuits are inverting (on the right-hand side) and 



non-inverting (on the left-hand side) voltage-controlled current sources. The LM741 

circuits are polarity controlled current switches designed to be 'ON' when the diagond1 y 

opposite current source is in use. The diodes serve to prevent reverse bias breakdown of 

the emitter-base junction of the PN2222A NPN transistors. 
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